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CHAPTER I
PROBLEM PERSPECTIVE

Introduction

The Department of Defense (DOD) Logistics Systems Policy Committee (LSIC) was created in March 1970 to establish policy and assign responsibilities for the development of a DOD Logistics System Plan. The committee and its purpose were an outgrowth of the Congress, Office of Secretary of Defense (OSD), and other DOD components' long desire for a DOD-wide, long-range plan for logistics systems development. The central purpose of the committee was to guide the construction and maintenance of a DOD Logistics System Plan (hereafter referred to as the "LOGPLAN"). The LOGPLAN was to serve as "an improvement plan for logistics systems development, complementing the Five Year Defense Program (FYDP)." Both the committee and the LOGPLAN concept were milestones in logistics planning.

---

2 Ibid.
The LOGPLAN was published by the LSPC on 15 May 1972. The Assistant Secretary of Defense for Installations and Logistics (Mr. Barry Shillito, incumbent) immediately directed the plan's implementation. The initial plan was a documented collection of logistic assumptions, principles and objectives, and included each DOD component's logistics system status and plans. Implementation and a viable change process remain to be achieved in the years ahead since the scope of the plan extends into the 1980 time frame. This thesis has directed its efforts to assist the LOGPLAN process by developing managerial decision criteria to support the application of one LOGPLAN principle—"Resource Limitations."

Background

A short discussion of those aspects of the LOGPLAN and the underlying management theory are offered here to provide adequate background to the thesis problem. These comments clarify the theoretical framework that was used, support the authors' contention that managerial decision criteria were necessary and that the adoption of a set of criteria as part of the LOGPLAN was warranted.

The LOGPLAN was published to "provide a continuing approach to logistics systems development." It serves both  

---

3U.S. Department of Defense, Assistant Secretary for Installations and Logistics Memorandum to DOD Components on 17 May 1972 directing implementation of LOGPLAN.


5Ibid.
as a policy document and as a long-range logistics plan since it contains both logistics principles and objectives. These principles represent fundamental logistics truths and deal with such matters as organizational relationships, roles and missions, and accepted management practices (see Appendix A for a list of LOGPLAN principles). The application of policy in the planning process was the central issue studied in this thesis.

Ralph C. Davis' perspective on what policy is and how it is to be used was adopted. He sees policy as

... the factor that supplies a cogent relationship between business objectives and ideals on the one hand and organizational functions, physical factors, and personnel on the other. A business policy, then, is essentially a principle or group of related principles, with their consequent rules of action, that condition and govern the successful achievement of certain business objectives toward which they are directed.6

Sound logistics policy was seen as having two principal parts similar to business policy: "The principle that governs and the rule that indicates the general manner of its application."7 The LOGPLAN's effectiveness as a policy document was believed weakened since its principles lacked supporting "rules of action" to assure consistency of action, to prevent deviations from planned courses of action, and to furnish a basis that would guide both decision-making and future logistics planning. These fundamental considerations supported the authors' contention that "rules of action" were needed to

7Ibid.
bridge the gap between logistics principles and their application in the LOGPLAN decision-making and planning processes throughout the Department of Defense.

The rules of action concept has been relabelled since today's use of "rules" was believed too restrictive. Creative planning, organizing, and controlling functions in logistics management warrant an environment where sound policy would generate sound management decisions. Thus, Ralph C. Davis' policy equation: Policy = Principles + Rules of Action . . . has been modified to mean principles need some managerial decision framework which was called criteria in this thesis. The managerial decision criteria developed in the thesis only demonstrate how they can facilitate the evaluation of proposed logistics system changes to the LOGPLAN and the necessary decisions that follow.

The Problem Statement

What managerial decision criteria can be applied to aid the decision-making process at the Logistics System Policy Committee level to facilitate evaluation of proposed logistics system changes to the LOGPLAN?

The Scope

A study of selected management literature and the development of a set of managerial decision criteria to support the first principle in the LOGPLAN (Resource Limitations) were the basic boundaries for the thesis. Two applications of the managerial criteria were analyzed to evaluate their adequacy and to determine if managerial decision
criteria can make a contribution to the LOGPLAN.

It is contended that the approach used to develop the managerial decision criteria for the first LOGPLAN principle can equally be followed to facilitate the policy application of other principles in logistics systems management.

Objectives

There were three primary objectives to be accomplished by this thesis: (1) to show that management literature and military logistics literature are a ready source of managerial decision criteria, (2) to develop a set of model criteria for the first LOGPLAN principle, and (3) to demonstrate that managerial decision criteria can strengthen the LOGPLAN process and the Logistics Systems Policy Committee's decision-making resource. By meeting these objectives the authors felt a contribution could be made to the LOGPLAN process. Its implementation and the change decisions that lie ahead for DOD managers and military commanders would be facilitated.

Research Questions/Issues

1. Determine the applicable management characteristics that can provide a basis for development of managerial decision criteria which can be applied in logistics systems management.

2. Formulate a set of managerial decision criteria for the first LOGPLAN principle (Resource Limitations) based on management literature.

3. Determine the adequacy of the managerial decision criteria as an aid to policy application in the logistics
systems planning environment of the Department of Defense.

Methodology

The methodology employed in conducting this thesis research and in attaining the stated objective was based on a review of authoritative sources in management. The intent was to establish, from authorities on the subject, a selection of management decision criteria that could be applied in the analysis of proposed logistics system changes to assure valid and predictable results consistent with the stated objectives and principles of the LOGPLAN.

The particular methodology adopted included a review of the various viewpoints of contemporary management literature, formulation of managerial decision criteria from these viewpoints, and an application of the criteria to recent logistics system decisions by the LSPC. This approach addressed each of the research questions and permitted bridging management theory by the use of managerial decision criteria to the practice of decision-making and taking. This methodology is illustrated in Figure 1 and shows: (A) the viewpoints examined as inputs for the managerial decision criteria, (B) the filtering, rearranging and selection of criteria, (C) the DOD LOGPLAN Process inputs which are the objectives, principles, and task group studies against which the criteria were analyzed and finally, (D) the flow of a proposed change and the application of managerial decision criteria by the LSPC and its staff groups.
Management Literature

Viewpoints Examined

(A) Mgt. Process
     | Organizational Behavior | Mgt. Science | Logistics
(B) (1) Filtering, (2) Rearranging, (3) Selecting, (4) Formulating
(C) Methodology
     | Task Force Cases
     | Examined
     | DOD LOGPLAN PROCESS

LOGPLAN Principles

(D) Managerial Decision
     | Criteria
     | For
     | Logistics
     | System
     | Management

Fig. 1.--Methodology and Problem
Chapter II provides additional background on the evolution of the LOGPLAN. This review of the logistics system planning gap and related conditions and events was included due to the limited information published to date on the history of the LOGPLAN. The published LOGPLAN was less than a year old at this writing.

Chapter III develops the managerial decision criteria that the thesis team felt could strengthen the application of logistics principles in systems planning. Chapter IV provides an analysis of the criteria usefulness based on a trial application and analysis conducted by the thesis team on two LSPC Task Group Studies. Finally, Chapter V presents the findings, conclusions, and recommendations.
CHAPTER II
EVOLUTION OF THE DOD LOGPLAN PROCESS

Long-range planning has been an important part of National Security affairs in the area of defense weapons programming and strategic objectives planning. Business and governmental enterprises have also recognized the need for formalizing long-range planning. Clearly long-range planning was not a new idea, but its use in logistics systems development to build a comprehensive plan applicable to all service components was only announced as a DOD policy in March 1970. The background to this announcement demonstrates the evolutionary path which produced the DOD LOGPLAN.

Logistics Systems Planning Gap

Defense planners and logistics managers have long recognized the need for joint logistics operations and system planning. Logistics experience gained in World War II particularly supported joint logistics planning. For example,


Admiral E. J. King, USN, and General George C. Marshall, USA, issued the first joint logistics directive in 1943, titled: "Basic Logistical Plan for Command Areas Involving Joint Army and Navy Operations." However, logistics system development and related planning processes had remained a piecemeal operation within each service since the establishment of the Department of the Defense in 1947. Joint service task forces, study groups, and projects had only been used when directed by DOD. The service components retained their independent logistics system planning approaches. A master plan or blueprint for logistics system development on operations within the defense community remained to be achieved.

A logistics systems planning gap particularly becomes apparent when logistics systems planning is contrasted to the major achievements in overall defense planning. Long-range planning of weapons systems development, force levels, and budgets were widely adopted in the 1960's. The Five Year Defense Program (FYDP) and the Joint Strategic Objectives Plan (JSOP) are two examples of the DOD-wide planning documents that had no logistics parallel in the Department of Defense. No blueprint for future logistics systems to support the FYDP or JSOP was available, except as fragmented planning elements of the service components' logistics

---


The lack of a comprehensive plan to guide DOD logistics system development had not been unnoticed by Congressional members or Defense managers. Their voices of concern were critical of the lack of standardization among the services and the gap that existed between major defense planning (i.e., FYDP, JSOP) and the separate logistics system planning by each service component. The long history of logistics systems independence sustained a planning gap. The gap was particularly noticeable in the policy, procedural, technical, and functional aspects inherent in logistics system development. No overall framework was available to the service components to even demonstrate initiatives to interface, standardize, or integrate logistics operations and systems.

Trends and Events

Early impetus for DOD logistics system planning naturally followed the DOD-wide success with both long and short-range planning achievements with the force programs and budget documents (i.e., FYDP, JSOP) introduced in the 1960's. The FYDP contained a major program entitled Central Supply and Maintenance, and the JSOP included a Logistics Annex. However, these logistics elements did not address the operating logistics systems or define system objectives; these


6 Ibid., p. 12.
documents particularly lacked the technical design requirements needed for DOD-wide logistics system planning. Their emphasis was on end-use requirements like maintenance expenditures, war reserve stocks, and facilities, not on the nature of the logistics systems needed to support programmed forces.

Phased improvements of logistics systems existed only in the services or agency level. Their major characteristics were the uniqueness in how the plans were constructed, how automatic data processing (ADP) was implemented, and how their independence of design made it almost impossible to aggregate the plans into a single DOD logistics system plan.

Congressional criticism, GAO reports, and the increased logistics role of unified commanders all induced DOD to focus more on logistics systems planning. Additionally, the technology used in new strategic weapons and the computer applications available to manage logistics tasks facilitated and demanded long-range logistics systems planning. These trends produced studies within OSD that could serve as forerunners to the LOGPLAN.

Three studies noted in the LOGPLAN Profile (Task Group 1-70) were the Defense Material Management Improvement Program (1961), the Responsive Auto Material Management System (later called RAMMS-62), and the Progressive Refinement of Integrated Supply Management.


8 Ibid., p. i-2.

9 Ibid.
These provided a foundation for the Department of Defense to develop its Logistics Systems Blueprint Concept Papers presented in August 1969. These papers served as the necessary management catalyst to the establishment of the LSPC.

Three specific events led to the development of the first DOD LOGPLAN: (1) a top-level conference of DOD civilian and military logisticians at Airlie House (Warrenton, Virginia), October 1969, (2) DOD's decision to establish a Logistics Systems Policy Committee (LSPC), and (3) the issuance of Task Order 1-70 by the LSPC in April 1970. The Airlie House conference was held to discuss the Blueprint Concept Papers. Instead, the conferees devoted most of their attention to the more basic questions of "whether there was a need for a logistics systems plan, and if so, what should be the 'mechanism' by which it would be created and maintained." Result of this conference was an agreement that: (1) there was a need for a DOD Logistics System Plan, (2) a top-level Logistics Systems Policy Committee should guide its development, and (3) more definition was needed on how the committee should operate. The second event, establishment

---

10 Logistics Systems Blueprint Concept Papers were a collection of 17 position papers prepared by the ASD (I&L) staff, providing proposals on the need for a five-year DOD-wide logistics systems improvement plan and stressed compatibility, interface, and for integration of automated supply functions and processes. (Found in LOGPLAN Profile)

11 Ibid., p. I-3.
12 Ibid.
13 Ibid.
of the LSPC, was soon implemented after the Airlie House discussions by DOD Directive, "DOD Logistics Systems Planning" on 26 March 1970.\textsuperscript{14}

The third event resulted from the LSPC's initial action in issuing Task Order 1-70. The Task Order requested the Air Force to chair a joint working group to undertake two related efforts:

- Development of a profile description of the emerging logistics system for the 1975-1980 time frame.
- Development of a planning mechanism for the LOGPLAN.

Task Group 1-70 completed its final draft of a LOGPLAN profile in June 1971. The LSPC and DOD approved and published the first LOGPLAN on 17 May 1972.

**First DOD Comprehensive Logistics System Plan**

The publication of the DOD LOGPLAN marked the opening of a new frontier in DOD Logistics Systems planning. A definitive look at its scope and purpose is pertinent to the research questions in this thesis.

The original DOD directive establishing LSPC listed the characteristics that the LOGPLAN was to have.\textsuperscript{15}

- Provide a continuing approach to Logistics Systems development.
- Communicate joint understanding of DOD Logistics Systems objectives.
- Promote optimum interchange of systems design knowledge and techniques at all levels of DOD.


\textsuperscript{15}Ibid.
Assume the highest practical level of systems compatibility, interface, standardization, and integration consistent with DOD requirements and mission needs of the separate DOD components.

The LOGPLAN was to become the master plan for DOD Logistics Systems; it included a documented collection of logistics concepts (assumptions and principles), objectives, and subordinate plans for each component and agency.

This thesis started at this point to examine the inherent problem of policy application in the logistics systems planning. Highly characterized by change, conflict of interests, military risk, and uncertainty, the LOGPLAN presents a continuing and special challenge to the student of logistics.
CHAPTER III
DEVELOPMENT OF MANAGERIAL DECISION CRITERIA

Introduction

Two complementary sources have been used to develop managerial decision criteria in support of the LOGPLAN process. Management and logistics literature have served as these rational sources in this study.

This chapter addressed the selection of management characteristics and their authority, identified their contributions to logistics management and developed a set of managerial decision criteria. The efforts centered on a search of management literature and the formulation of criteria statements. The singular goal was the construction of an explicit managerial decision framework for handling change proposals to the LOGPLAN. The central research proposition was that definitive managerial decision criteria to support the LOGPLAN's principles could be developed from management literature and the logistics environment.

Selected Streams of Management Thought

An extensive review of management literature was made to identify the mainstreams of management thought. Three
management viewpoints were used in the study. These streams of management thought provided a conceptual way to group the most current and commonly accepted characteristics of management theories, concepts, and practices.

As a point of departure for the management literature review, four writers' approaches to management literature were surveyed. They were: (1) John F. Mee, (2) Joseph L. Massie, (3) Claude S. George, Jr., and (4) Joel E. Ross. Each writer provided an example of the variety of views and classifications present in management literature and are cited as representative of the different management views emerging today.

**Mee's Approach**

Mee saw management thought as evolving from several sources and viewpoints having common objectives but different approaches.\(^1\) These approaches were:

1. The management process school which "evolved from the logical analysis of the mental processes essential in the utilization of people and facilitating resources to achieve desired results." Clear emphasis is on achievement of goals set by someone but "does not provide properly for combining the needs of individuals and the productivity and effectiveness needs of the organization."\(^2\)

---


\(^2\)Ibid.
2. The organizational-behavior approach came from the well-known Hawthorne experiments. Mee claims this approach "can only augment the process of management" and brings "enlightenment about organizational behavior--the needs and motivations of men at work."\(^3\)

3. The decision-making approach grew from the area of economics and the rational methods of establishing and choosing from among alternative courses of action. Therefore, Mee claimed decision-making could be a "central focus of management actions."\(^4\)

4. The mathematical or quantitative-analysis approach for Mee was the view that the function of management is the "establishment of systems of mathematical models and processes that can predict the outcome of different alternative courses of actions in given situations."\(^5\) Here management scientists or operations research specialists are employed.

Massie's Approach

Massie concludes that development of management thought can be summarized as six principal streams. These were:\(^6\)

1. Managerial accounting
2. Managerial economics
3. Organization theory
4. Human relations and behavioral sciences

---

\(^3\)Ibid., p. 89.
\(^4\)Ibid., p. 90.
\(^5\)Ibid., p. 91.
Clearly, Massie's frame of reference was more closely related to business and government use of management thought. He groups management thought as it is frequently practiced and shows the great diversification of ideas that exists in management and among its contributors.

**George's Approach**

George classified managerial concepts into what he called the "emerging schools of thought." These schools were: (1) scientific management, (2) behavioral, (3) the management process, and (4) quantitative (management science-operations research).

For George the scientific management centers on "efficiency and productions," and was predominately the concepts Mee grouped with his management process school and Massie included under industrial engineering. Management process was more the organization theory classification used by Massie and included under Organizational and Behavioral grouping provided by Mee. Otherwise George's approach can be considered similar to Mee's.

**Ross' Approach**

Ross developed his view by classifying patterns of management thought. He concluded there "are five significant

---

schools of management theory: (1) behavioral, (2) empirical, (3) quantitative, (4) decision theory, and (5) management process." Only the empirical school was different from previous classifications surveyed. Ross saw the empirical school as that group of management writers who attempt to "transfer knowledge to the learner by a study of experience." It reflected the practitioners' and businessmen's views best, and was believed to be a significant parallel to the method used by logistics writers.

Figure 2 displays a representative group of the contributors to management and logistics thought over the years. The three management views adopted in this study more closely parallel John F. Mee's delineation of management approaches. One change made was the grouping of quantitative techniques and decision-making theories under the view labelled management science. Harvey M. Wagner's Principles of Management Science serves as a practical illustration of this approach.

Many more authorities and classifications of management are available than were selected for representation in Figure 2; however, the classification of management theories, concepts, and practices was not considered a central issue in the study; only the applied contributions from management literature were important. This was accomplished by selecting

---

9 Ibid.
### MAINSTREAMS OF MANAGEMENT THOUGHT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Management Process</th>
<th>Organizational Behavior</th>
<th>Management Science</th>
<th>Logistics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H. Fayol</td>
<td>M. Weber</td>
<td>A. Erlang</td>
<td>H. Eccles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. Gulick</td>
<td>K. Lewin</td>
<td>R. Fisher</td>
<td>G. Dyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. Urwick</td>
<td>F. Roethlisberger</td>
<td>G. Dantzig</td>
<td>J. Huston</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P. Drucker</td>
<td>E. Mayo</td>
<td>F. Gilbreth</td>
<td>G. Rider</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H. Simon</td>
<td>K. Davis</td>
<td>H. Gantt</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. March</td>
<td>D. McGregor</td>
<td>C. Bazzard</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H. Koontz</td>
<td>L. Argyris</td>
<td>R. Cyert</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. Terry</td>
<td>F. Herzberg</td>
<td>H. Simon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W. Newman</td>
<td>R. Likert</td>
<td>J. March</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R. Davis</td>
<td>G. Strauss</td>
<td>J. Rosenzweig</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F. Taylor</td>
<td>L. Sayles</td>
<td>F. Kast</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M. Follett</td>
<td>W. Scott</td>
<td>J. Ross</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Structural Behavioral Process

Basic Management Characteristics

Note: Evolutionary nature of management was depicted here by providing a historical listing of representative contributors, not all directly used in the thesis but their impact on management thought and logistics was relevant. Many of the above contributors' works are overlapping.

Fig. 2.--Rational Sources of Managerial Decision Criteria for Logistics Systems Management
those management characteristics believed most relevant to the circumstances found in the LOGPLAN and the related decision-making environment. Figure 2 also shows the conceptual influence of management literature on logistics and its writers which will be discussed later in this chapter.

Contributions to Managerial Decision Criteria

Each stream of management thought has contributed basic management characteristics that are important legacies to modern managers. Here were identified the basic characteristics that appear to shape organizations, managers, and their behavior in decision-making, particularly as related to logistics system management.

The study viewed the decisions in logistics system planning, as related to the LOGPLAN, to be the necessary result of a well defined sequence of behavior. Both the LSPC and its support groups (Task Forces, Secretariat, etc.) need a framework to judge and to construct system changes to the DOD logistics systems. E. P. Learned and A. T. Sproat provided a feasible approach to link management characteristics to the three management views presented by Figure 2.11 These are shown as (1) structural, (2) behavioral, and (3) process groupings of management literature contributions.12 These groupings of management characteristics were assumed basic to any managerial decision criteria framework and served as a

12 Ibid., p. 7.
means to organize the managerial decision criteria that follows.

**The Structural Group**

The structural group of management characteristics are those which generally include the traditional management concepts and principles. Luther Gulick's principles like "span of control," "unity of command," and "division of labor" suggest the organizational rubrics provided by the structural group which were inherently seen to form a substantial basis for managerial decision criteria.\(^{13}\) The structural group commonly included the fundamental functions of management.

Four managerial decision criteria statements resulted from consideration of the structural dimensions found in organization and systems management. The formulation of these four criteria was due simply to their explicit impact on the resource elements in logistics system planning. George R. Terry provided the pervasive question that applies: "Where should action take place and who should do what work?"\(^{14}\) Here the impact of the structural characteristics was defined as managerial decision criteria to support the first LOGPLAN principle. The criteria are now presented and discussed.

**Maintains only essential organization differentiation.** --Differentiation was defined as

the state of segmentation of the organizational system into subsystems, each of which tends to develop particular attitudes in relation to the requirements posed by

\(^{13}\) *Ibid.*

its relevant external environment. \textsuperscript{15} Logistics systems planning particularly faces the issue of systems segmentation. It entails decisions about organizing by functions, customer, product, and region and flow of work, communications, and control. Many additional management characteristics can be identified to shape the essential differentiation level. The central issue in resource allocation area was--has the degree of differentiation been achieved by the logistics systems configuration to produce the efficiency and level of effectiveness sought?

Both vertical and horizontal differentiation were seen essential approaches to resolving the issue. \textsuperscript{16} The vertical stresses the hierarchical roles, functions, and authority levels; the horizontal pinpoints the degree of departmentalization and systems sub-units required. Here the impact of logistics systems changes on established patterns of relationships among military service components or parts of logistics organizations must be visible, measurable, or simply judged in the change process.

The degree of differentiation necessary was seen as

\textit{... an optimum relationship between functions, physical factors, and personnel for each organization element, and for the organization as a whole, for a given volume of business in a given industry.}\textsuperscript{17}


\textsuperscript{16}Ibid., p. 179.

These attributes of good organization equally applied to logistics systems management. Traditional differentiation frequently has been in terms of line and staff functions. Today there has been a continual "trend towards the differentiation of activities into specialized subsystems." \(^{18}\) Logistics systems planning decisions were seen as striving to achieve a balanced organizational structure. Hence, only essential organizational differentiation was adopted as a rule to support the resource limitation principle. This criteria was seen as a means to analyze the resource allocation factors in building and changing organizational structure. The complex and large DOD logistics systems not only require differentiation but integration to achieve systems' goals. The next structural criterion addresses this collateral characteristic.

**Achieves adequate organizational integration.**--Integration was ". . . achieving unity of effort among the various subsystems (units, components, and functions) in the accomplishment of the organization's task." \(^{19}\) A logistics system change was believed only successful if adequate intermeshing of its structural impact could be achieved. A clear basis for the coordination and interaction of a logistics system's structural parts would determine their effectiveness and cost.

\(^{18}\) Kast and Rosenzweig, p. 187.

\(^{19}\) Ibid.
The basic goal of the criterion is to insure adequate coordination between logistics functions, organizations, and resource allocation decisions. Determining the resources required to achieve the necessary interaction between specialized units, service components, and senior commands seems to be the central issue in applying the resource limitation principle. Does an integrated management approach assure efficiency, but more important, does it provide a sustained logistics support posture?

Two approaches to the achievement of an adequate level of organizational integration were considered. These were the primary means suggested by Joseph A. Litterer, in *The Analysis of Organizations*, and the matrix concept presented by Newman, Sumner, and Warren.

Litterer suggests that three different mechanisms are used to achieve coordination—an integration of organizational activities. These were through: (1) the hierarchy, (2) the administrative system, and (3) voluntary activities. The first approach simply would link system components together by placing them under a central authority. This approach has been commonly used in DOD logistics management as integrated management gained more acceptance over the last two decades. A weakness was noted as organizations became larger. Major problems of communications up and down the hierarchy arise; layers in the organization only serve to inhibit the degree of integration. Other means to integrate the logistics systems are usually sought.

---

20 *Ibid.*, p. 188.
The second approach was to depend on the administrative systems to handle the horizontal flow of work and routine tasks. Much of logistics remains administrative and its systems usually reflect this nature—i.e., standardized forms, procedures, and data elements—all suggest common administrative bases for coordination and communication.

The voluntary means only applies where organizational goals and objectives are widely shared by the participants. The logistics systems policy committee was seen as this kind of integrating mode. DOD logistics systems planning success remains to be determined. Were the willingness and ability of individuals or groups adequate to achieve the DOD-wide integration that the LOGPLAN objectives imply? This question only suggested the strength or limitation voluntary integration brings to the LOGPLAN.

Newman, Sumner, and Warren suggest the concept of a matrix organization. Inherent in this concept was an integrating characteristic. The concept was seen to: (1) ensure the coordinated and focused attention that was required, and (2) at the same time retain the benefits of specialized expertise that comes from highly functional departments in an organization. Here the structural form or an organization was seen as a matrix (linking units, purpose, and systems together) with the focused action dependent upon management goals and priorities. The matrix concept does vividly suggest

---

a means to coordinate and integrate logistics systems where huge, highly complex, interrelated and uncertain requirements and operations have been the history.

Resources to link, integrate, or coordinate were considered a basic structural characteristic that logistics systems planning should evaluate. Both the logistics system efficiency and effectiveness were dependent on integrating the separate functional activities inherent in military logistics and the defense management arena. Adequate organizational integration was adopted as the second criteria factor for the application model. Both the degree of differentiation and integration within the logistics systems were believed the forces that can mean conflict, increased costs, or high effectiveness if the right structural balance was achieved. Only experienced judgement can resolve and apply these complementary criteria.

**Establishes clear authority, responsibility and accountability.**—The organization structure resulting from the differentiation and integration decisions will also impact upon these more traditional issues. These management elements have special importance in defense management where conflict is often near or present. Clear placement of authority, responsibility, and accountability was believed to require special resource considerations. Accordingly, the above criterion statement was included in the managerial decision model built in the study.

Koontz and O'Donnell have identified the more common
factors that determine how authority is exercised or assigned.\textsuperscript{22}

These factors were:

(1) Costliness of the Decision
(2) Uniformity of Policy
(3) Economic Size
(4) History of the Enterprise
(5) Management Philosophy
(6) Desire for Independence
(7) Availability of Managers
(8) Control Techniques
(9) Decentralized Performance
(10) Business Dynamics (in character of the organization)
(11) Environmental Influences

This range only suggests the complexity of the decision to place authority on a centralized or decentralized basis. Logistics system planning cannot escape these factors.

Responsibility commonly follows authority. The acceptance of assigned duties, including delegated authority, creates an obligation for performance. Responsibility was seen by Haimann and Scott as "the obligation of a subordinate to perform the duty required by or carry out the authority granted by his superior."\textsuperscript{23} The issue in structuring an organization seems to center around the essence of responsibility, how it flows, who remains responsible, and where in the organization it is placed. Responsibility implies the acceptance of duties or performance of tasks. Logistics management has the same requirement to insure clear definition of duties and understanding about obligations to the system,


service component, or DOD officials. Historical evidence has long supported the proposition that authority and responsibility should be commensurate. Logistics systems planning decisions should clearly distinguish these matters.

Accountability implies control and accuracy. It usually means in the defense arena—"to keep accurate and adequate records and to safeguard public property." Logistics systems inherently must contribute the degree of accountability necessary to assure authority and responsibilities assigned can be efficiently and effectively exercised. Unless organizational structures are designed to clarify these issues, the behavior of personnel and the processes utilized to manage may fail. Accordingly the criterion is: Establishes clear authority, responsibility, and accountability.

Facilitates special management.—Beyond the structural characteristics already presented was the evolutionary nature of defense management. Newer, more complex defense programs and problems have produced special purpose organizations and systems. Particularly unique was the need for logistics systems planning to include the considerations shaped by defense research, weapons acquisition, and foreign military contingencies. This requirement was best illustrated by the wide use of program or project management in defense areas.

"The structuring of the organization therefore becomes a more active, continuing part of the managerial
process than ever before." Logistics systems planning cannot escape this very special environment. Would the logistics system subcomponents interface, be superimposed, or even redesigned because of and as a result of project management's impact?

Primary structural approach here requires organizational modifications, emphasizing the integrative aspects, and requires the development of effective horizontal and diagonal information-decision networks. Logistics systems planning and related system change decisions must facilitate the newer approach to organization. Resources may be additive or dispersed from the parent or older units, but their impact was seen as a significant factor for logistics systems decision makers to consider. Systems changes were believed called upon to facilitate these special management needs that were widely accepted and used in military logistics. The criterion is: Facilitates special management.

The Behavior Group

Next it was necessary to address managerial decision criteria with respect to organization behavior. Selected management contributors listed in Figure 2 were used to develop these criteria. The list was not meant to be all inclusive:


however, it included some of the major contributors felt to be most applicable to the DOD and separate military services.

Incorporates appropriate leadership style.--The first of these characteristics to be discussed was "Leadership Style." In Organization Theory and Policy: Notes for Analysis by Learned and Sproat, leadership style in organizations was identified as somewhat of a continuum ranging from directive to participative to laissez-faire. The scope of this discussion did not include the laissez-faire style since its impact was less relevant in the DOD. Whether or not a directive or participative style is chosen, organization behavior will be influenced in some manner. It is probably safe to say that the leadership style adopted will seldom be pure, but a point on the continuum either pro-directive or pro-participative. Since any proposed logistics system change will either become a part of an existing organization or will comprise a new organization, it is important to analyze the proposed change in view of the advantages which can be achieved from the different leadership styles. It is not our position to defend or refute either of the styles mentioned, but it is our intent to remind the analyst of the proposed change that organization behavior will be affected by the type leadership incorporated.

The style must necessarily be adapted to the situation at hand.

There is a technique for handling men. It includes the technique of order giving . . . . It includes other aspects of the leadership relations between the super-
visor and the supervised. 27

The Principle of Participation should be applied whenever possible. Direct orders should not be given when it is possible to get results through suggestion. 28

This is nothing more than the application of participative management whenever possible to achieve the desired goals.

It is also important to view the proposed change with requirements for training or retraining in human relations skills. Human relations researchers are agreed that effecting a change from one leadership style to another—as from an authoritative to a more participative type—is one of the most difficult changes an executive can be asked to make. 2

In view of the principle of resource limitation, required training or retraining must be considered and the time and cost of human resources taken into account.

Formal and informal organizations specifically identified and utilized for improved operations. For purposes of illustration, a formal organization is normally depicted in some form of a diagram or organization chart. This chart is then supported by an organization manual if required. As pointed out by Harold Stieglitz of the National Industrial Conference Board,


28 Ibid.

The organization chart of most companies shows—indeed is designed to show—just two things:

1. Division of work into components. These components may be divisions or departments or they may be individuals. Boxes on the conventional chart represent these units of work.

2. Who is (supposed to be) whose boss—the solid lines on the chart show this superior-subordinate relationship with its implied flow of delegated responsibility, authority and attendant accountability.  

He also notes that all charts have one thing in common; they do not show how the organization works. How it works is frequently called the "informal organization" and in many cases is the organization which is of greater importance to the manager. It, however, is filled with many elements, some even intangible, which are impossible to chart; yet they exist and must be understood and utilized to make the best use of resources. Such elements as degree of responsibility and authority, status, communication and interpersonal relationships must be considered. When considering a proposed logistics system change, the analyst should look at the organization from an informal and a formal point of view. In this respect, he must know what each can contribute to the effectiveness of the organization and the efficient utilization of resources.

This is further emphasized by the fact that people tend to group together for security, recognition, and social benefits.

Groups may exercise far stronger control over their members than does management. Since management can achieve

its ends only through working with people, it must also work through groups.  
People seek membership in existing groups and form new groups for a wide variety of reasons. But at the bottom, there always seems to be a search for satisfactions that are not provided directly by the job or by the supervisor—satisfactions such as companionship and protection.

Informal groups have a life of their own; they have customary ways of doing things and of looking at things; they have their own leaders and a minutely defined status of hierarchy. These are the stable, enduring components of group life. In other words, informal organization is a reality that management can ignore only at its own peril.

Admittedly, these informal organizations may be very difficult for the analyst of a proposed logistic system change to identify; however, every effort must be made to look at and evaluate the whole organization.

Therefore, it is necessary to apply some criterion to the analysis of a proposed logistics system change with respect to formal and informal organization—that is, informal and formal organizations specifically identified and utilized to improve operations.

Achieves sound and fair labor relations.—Another characteristic upon which managerial criteria are based pertains to the Social Environment. There are many organizations which can influence a logistics system to include other government agencies, suppliers, customers, community groups, labor unions and nationality, regionality, and

32 Ibid., p. 88.
33 Ibid.
cultural groupings. Within the social environment category labor unions and cultural relations will be used to develop managerial decision criteria. This is not to say that the other social organizations should be ignored; rather, it is in an attempt to address two of the common organizations frequently encountered in the DOD world-wide logistics system.

Labor unions have experienced a slow start in DOD due primarily to the limitations the government has stipulated with regards to the right to strike. The unions have, however, made considerable advances in achieving improved employee working conditions and have served to give the employee a voice with management. In view of these facts, organized labor, and thus labor relations, has become an area where the logistics manager must focus increasing attention.

Although it is difficult to find references on labor relations which address the unique application to the military environment, some analogies can be drawn from writings on the subject in the civil community. It is a commonly accepted view that if the goals of the employee and labor are similar to the goals of management and the organization, then goal achievement is likely. This is brought out in Rensis Likert's Principle of Supportive Relationships which says:

The leadership and other processes of the organization must be such as to ensure a maximum probability that in all interactions and in all relationships within the organization, each member, in the light of his background, values, desires, and expectations, will view the experience as supportive and one which builds and maintains his sense of personal worth and importance.  

R. C. Davis in *The Fundamentals of Top Management* refers to a continuous identification of interests in his discussion of union management relations and says: "an identification of personal objectives with organizational service objectives is a necessary part of the process of integrating interests." Continuous identification is the development and maintenance of "focal points" for common interests which serve to provide for a maximum of common interests between service objectives and personal objectives.

With these views in mind, and realizing the limited bargaining power afforded the union due to government restrictions, it is important for the analyst to be aware of the conditions which can provide good labor relations in any proposed logistics system change. This is not to say that good labor relations must be achieved at any expense; however, good relations would tend to reduce grievances, sick leaves, work slow downs, and the effects of these practices on any organization. The effect of good relations would serve to support the best use of manpower and thus support the principle of limited resources. The managerial decision criterion applied by the analyst when considering a proposed logistics system change should then be: Achieves sound and fair labor relations.

Maintains or achieves compatibility within the Cultural Environment. The second area within the social environment to be discussed is that of Cultural Relations. This particular element, or organization, within an organization
was selected since it is an area likely to be overlooked, yet an area which can be very problem provoking in a system as world-wide as DOD logistics.

Regardless of their inherited talents at the time of birth, people are conditioned by the culture in which they live as they gradually mature. Because of the cultural conditioning of people, organizations in different nations and cultural areas are required to adapt somewhat to these differences in order to secure cooperation and motivation. The organization's mission is to maintain its technical efficiency while still meeting the different cultural needs of its participants.\(^{35}\)

At first glance, the problem may seem to be non-existent or trivial at best; however, it is real and can create serious and critical problems if neglected. Can you visualize the problems associated with a new logistics system implementation in a foreign nation which is a continuous operation with no consideration being given to the two-hour noon break taken by all indigenous labor who will operate the system?

With the DOD logistic system operating throughout Asia, Europe, the Mid and Far East, and the differences in religion, beliefs, customs, and practices--and even the regional differences found in CONUS--it is important for the proposed logistics system change to be viewed with these cultural aspects in mind. We do not propose, in most instances, the necessity for specific design fabrication for each different location; rather, it would be more feasible to design flexibility into the system and make known the modifications necessary for different world-wide points of implementation.

The use of local indigenous labor has proven economical and in the best interest of the conservation of one of our most precious limited resources, our manpower. Therefore, a managerial decision criterion to be used by the analyst when considering a proposed logistics system change is: Maintains or achieves compatibility within the cultural environment.

Incorporates the applicable and feasible organization behavior model. --Organization behavior is a reflection of human behavior and how the human resources collectively perceive and react to the organization.

Organizational effectiveness with employees is a continuing task for all organizations, regardless of their type, cultural environment, or size. Human effectiveness is also desirable to help the organization achieve technical and economic efficiency which will serve customer and general social needs.36

Keith Davis in his book Human Relations at Work: The Dynamics of Organizational Behavior presents four organizational behavior models: (a) Autocratic, (b) Custodial, (c) Supportive, and (d) Collegial. The models are best understood by referring to Figure 3 extracted from his book.37 The applicability of these models when analyzing a proposed logistics system change lies in the return to be gained in human resource effectiveness and efficiency depending on which model is incorporated in a proposed change. It is impossible to say which model is best because each has its advantages.

36 Ibid., p. 29.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Autocratic</th>
<th>Custodial (maintenance)</th>
<th>Supportive (motivational)</th>
<th>Collegial</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Depends on: Managerial</td>
<td>Power</td>
<td>Economic</td>
<td>Leadership</td>
<td>Mutual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orientation:</td>
<td>Authority</td>
<td>Resources</td>
<td>Support</td>
<td>Contribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Obedience</td>
<td>Material</td>
<td>Performance</td>
<td>Integration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Personal</td>
<td>Rewards</td>
<td>Experience</td>
<td>Responsibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dependency</td>
<td>Organizational</td>
<td>Participation</td>
<td>Self-discipline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subsistence</td>
<td>Maintenance</td>
<td>Higher-order</td>
<td>Self-realization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morale Measure:</td>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td>Satisfaction</td>
<td>Motivation</td>
<td>Commitment to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Task and Team</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relation to Other Ideas</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McGregor's Theories:</td>
<td>Theory X</td>
<td>Safety and Security</td>
<td>Theory Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maslow's Need-priority Model:</td>
<td>Physiological Maintenance</td>
<td>Middle-order Maintenance Organization Man</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herzberg's Factors:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W. H. Whyte's Thesis:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blake and Mouton's</td>
<td>9,1</td>
<td>3,5</td>
<td>6,6</td>
<td>8,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Managerial Grid:</td>
<td>Extrinsic</td>
<td>Extrinsic</td>
<td>Intrinsic</td>
<td>Intrinsic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivational Environment:</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mostly Neutral on Job</td>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>Positive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivational style:</td>
<td>Negative</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Managerial Power Style:</td>
<td>Autocratic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3.--Theories of organizational behavior related to other popular ideas on the subject.

and disadvantages, its applicability or non-applicability. It is also more likely to find a proposed logistics system which would function better by incorporating a combination or blend of two or more of the models. Therefore, the proposed change must be viewed as to what type or types of organization are needed.

One further aspect of the analysis lies in the area of compatibility of the desired model for a proposed system change with the organization model already in existence. In other words, will the desired model interface with the current operational system, and if not, can the current system be altered and is this a feasible approach? These are questions the analyst must ask when considering a proposed logistics system change to assure that the best use of our limited human resources are realized by the selection of the most applicable and feasible organization behavior model. The managerial decision criterion pertaining to Organization Behavior is: Incorporates the applicable and feasible organization behavior model.

_incorporates motivating and satisfying techniques where applicable and feasible._—Addressing organization from the individual's goals, we now consider motivation and job satisfaction of the individual as influences on the success of an organization. As a departure point we submit that a motivated and satisfied employee is more productive than one who is not. The major arguments which develop in this area are: What Motivates?, What Satisfies? It is easy to quote
authors whose contention is that job specialization, repetitiveness, and the lack of individuality creates on-the-job boredom and, therefore, dissatisfaction on the part of employees, thus lowering the effectiveness and efficiency of an organization.

Management pays a price for the work simplification, routinization, and ease of supervision inherent in mass-production work. The cost is largely in terms of apathy and boredom as positive satisfactions are engineered out of jobs. . . . It is hardly surprising that there is frequently little pride in work or identification with the job. . . . Lacking satisfaction and identification, they also can develop a variety of aggressive and hostile patterns.38

Others contend that specialization and repetitiveness is what the employee perceives and not what the observer would perceive. This point would be difficult to refute; however, the real challenge would appear to be in developing satisfying and motivating jobs where this is possible. Where impossible, one answer to the problem of job dissatisfaction would be a sincere effort in vocational counseling, scientific personnel selection and placement, and personnel development. Rensis Likert's principle of supportive relationships would find wide application here. The change must be analyzed with the man and his environment and expectations clearly in view. Motivating and satisfying techniques for the individual can provide rewards in efficiency and effectiveness that cannot be achieved otherwise. Many times it is easier to change the job than to change the person.39 The logistics system analyst


39 Ibid., p. 344.
must at least consider these factors and be knowledgeable of the gains possible in effectiveness and efficiency when dealing with our limited human resources. A criterion which supports Motivation and Job Satisfaction is: Incorporates motivating and job satisfying techniques where applicable and feasible.

The Process Group

The managerial decision criteria already developed have stressed the organizing and leading dimensions of management. Those management characteristics that actuate or control organizations are addressed here as the process group.

A process was seen as "a series of actions that lead to the accomplishment of objectives." In logistics system planning two subgroups of processes seem necessary. The first group considered was the selected managerial processes: (1) communicating, (2) controlling, and (3) decision-making. The second group presented the logistics functions which were the inherent processes the LOGPLAN encompasses. These processes underlie and shape both the structure and behavior of DOD logistics systems. Criteria statements relative to both common managerial and logistics processes served to complete the framework for the application of the resource limitation

---


limitation principle. Each process criterion and its rationale follows.

Achieves the necessary communicating activity.—Both the form and the means of communicating were seen as the essential elements faced in logistics systems management. A necessary communicating activity needed to be explicitly established prior to decisions on systems design. However, communicating was considered only a lubricant in any logistics system to foster smooth operations and results, not an end.\(^\text{42}\)

An infinite range of communicating activity seems to result from the social and technological nature of the logistics community. In this study communicating has been narrowed to its impact on resources. The threefold nature of this criterion included:

1. The personal and group channels for communicating activity—like formal-informal, vertical-horizontal, and line-staff characteristics.

2. The technical communication network so basic to logistics management.

3. The special information feedback and control characteristics commonly emphasized in logistics systems.

These communicating dimensions consumed resources and demanded careful consideration whenever logistics system planning was encountered. William G. Scott has suggested questions that point toward the resource implications of communicating activities. These were:\(^\text{43}\)

---


1. How are communication centers connected and how are they maintained?

2. What is the structure of the feedback system?

3. What information is stored in the organization and at what points?

4. How accessible is this information to decision-making centers?

5. How conscious is the organization of the operation of its own parts?

Logistics systems planning fully entailed answering these questions and equating the answers to resources and logistics systems outputs.

Logistics systems have become dependent on communications networks. Computers, telecommunications, and people have been the central operating nodes of these networks, with software forming the bond that results in the DOD logistics management information systems. Such networks consume resources directly dependent on their capability and requirement to: (1) Collect/Record Data, (2) Store Data, (3) Process Data, (4) Retrieve Data, and (5) Transmit Data. Logistics systems planning was seen as predominantly addressing the network nodes, their interface, and standardized forms. Costs incurred depend on the use of data and need-orientation placed on the systems. No communicating activity was believed a truly free commodity.

Clearly communicating activity would vary with each system change. However, a prevailing nature of communications was observed. It seems effective communicating activity tends

---

to integrate processes, logistics functions, organizational levels, and cement ties between decentralized organizations. Essential to any integrating characteristic of communicating was the feedback element. Does the communicating activity provide an information feedback system that measures change in output to input and allows exercise of controls? Logistics systems have established this managerial process goal: performance measurement.

The necessary communicating activity always remains in the end a judgemental decision by managers. The criteria statement could only serve to explicitly stress the resources needed to achieve the communicating activity essential to support other managerial and logistics processes. The criterion is: Achieves the necessary communicating activity.

Assures adequate controlling.—Controlling has many connotations: to curb or restrain, to direct or command, and to check or verify have been three common meanings. Controlling could be seen as directing resource allocation as well as restraining the use of resources. Logistics system changes could not escape this process and may have resulted from controlling itself.

Budgetary, planning, programming, quality control, and management all have controlling objectives. Adequate controlling was used to mean "maintains organization activity within allowable limits as measured from expectations which

---

may be implicit or explicit in terms of stated objectives, plans, procedures, or rules and regulations." This managerial process provided the framework to formulate a managerial decision criterion which asks: Has adequate control been provided? and at what cost?

All control systems could be generalized to include these descriptive elements: (1) a measurable characteristic, (2) a sensor device, (3) a comparator, and (4) an effector. Logistics systems planning and operations were believed feasible for judgment on each element. A cost-benefit analysis on these elements would aid the planning process as well as the decision process. In all cases an appropriate balance between resources utilized to control and the benefits of control would be an application of the resource limitation principle.

Central issues that logistics systems planners face on controlling can be summarized as—what, where, when, who, and how. Could logistics management accept controlling by the principle of exception or would all goals, outputs, and inputs warrant inclusion in the controlling system component? Can activity beyond the means of quantity, quality, time used, or costs be controlled? These issues warranted resolution if a logistics systems controlling phase was to be judged adequate or inadequate. The interrelatedness of communicating and decision-making processes further complicated


47 Ibid., p. 470.
the controlling activity before planners and decision-makers. For the basic purpose here, the criterion is: Assures adequate controlling.

Allows multiple decision-making points. Decision-making was observed to commonly address the process of deciding, settling, or resolving management issues. The communicating and controlling processes primarily have been structured for the present to serve decision-making. Decision-making in logistics system management was considered no exception to this view.

Inherently, the logistics systems policy council (LSPC) was established to make decisions. This group would center on strategy matters in the area of organization and logistics systems. Few computational techniques could be applied here. Problem solving in these almost institutional and organization subsystems involves what might be called "mediation and compromise."\(^{48}\) Political, military, and philosophical considerations always have been present. Behavioral aspects of the participants further complicated the decision-making process.

A broad open-system framework seems most appropriate for the decision-making process needed for DOD logistics systems management. A coalition of opinions, votes, and participants' interests seems to be the decision process adopted today.\(^{49}\)

\(^{48}\) Ibid., p. 403.

Multiple decision-making points seem essential to operating large, complex systems. This criterion was adopted since "it is impossible to mold all the factors which management must consider into an explicit, well-defined model which can be quantified and solved."\(^{50}\) Logistics systems planning in DOD simply was concluded to be too complex and its scope so large that many decision points and authority levels were needed.

An open system of decision-making emphasized "finding satisfactory rather than optimal solutions" (systems plans) and at various levels or horizontal groupings within the logistics community.\(^{51}\) Surely a pluralism of personal bias, hopes, and abilities would impact the logistics systems plan. The multiple point concept strengthens the check and balance principle that groups as decision-makers demonstrate. Therefore, the resources to be employed in logistics decision-processes warrant evaluation and finally may only be judgemental. The issue the criterion brings to logistics systems planners was--could multiple groups, individuals at various levels participate in the decisions? System changes could only be achieved if the decision levels were clearly defined and respected. Also, the complex and essential interface between logistics, tactics, and strategy in military science seemingly support the multiple decision-making criterion.

---

\(^{50}\) Kast and Rosenzweig, p. 404.

\(^{51}\) Ibid., p. 407.
Functional Processes

Logistics systems planning particularly centers on the logistics processes such as requirements determination, procurement, and distribution. These elements of logistics management were considered the basic processes inherently to be shaped by the LOGPLAN. All logistics systems planning decisions were believed to entail these processes. So, criteria statements to guide their decision environment, and specifically the necessary resource allocation required, made these functional processes an important part of the managerial decision criteria interests in the study.

Maintains viable requirements entry points into the system.—Requirements mean the logistics outputs needed to support sustained combat operations and readiness postures required by broad national policy. Logistics system planning must consider the multi-entry characteristic needed to allow the many combat units, service component offices, and joint service agencies and the project management environment to enter their logistics support needs into the logistics system. What resource is needed to achieve or maintain the flow of materiel and personnel requirements information in a logistics system? The influence of planning levels in defense, the endless range of items, and the many situations that combat may dictate all supported the consideration of these decision factors. H. E. Eccles called them the requirements and capabilities planning factor process.  

---

Allows for sound procurement practices.--Procurement connotes two meanings: (1) the acquisition process for weapons buys, and (2) the procurement of secondary items and general material support needs. Logistics system planning scope was limited here to the latter procurement purpose. Weapons acquisition was excluded since it represents fairly large, separately managed procurement process outside the direct scope of the LOGPLAN.

Decisions about logistics system design can impact procurement practices if time, cost, and manpower skills to perform trade-off-analysis, like use of Economic Order Quantities (EOQ), have been inadequately considered. Does the system change minimize the costs of procurement? Sound procurement practices will insure:

- the planning for and control of the pre-purchasing functions of developing new sources of supply, maintaining appropriate relationships with existing sources, and requesting bids or prices. It includes the purchasing functions of buying in terms of quality, quantity, price, source, and time, as well as analyses and decisions regarding those criteria. It includes the post-purchasing functions of follow-up, expediting, and recording, and reporting data.

Logistics system planning and design changes were considered dependent upon meeting the procurement mechanism to achieve this functional process. Their resource implications were believed significant.

Supports desired distribution processes.--Distribution encompasses those sub-processes (supply, transportation, and

---

maintenance) necessary in making a logistics need known and in moving the material or service from source to use. Logistics system planning cannot escape this multi-functional process; it is the most pervasive logistic area. Distribution includes the backward flow of material returns and excess utilization. Distribution is a closed-loop process which requires responsive system characteristics.

The characteristics of supply, transportation, and maintenance are well demonstrated in the following definitive statements:  

**Supply.** It includes the tasks of: warehousing—the assembly, storage, and distribution of goods, both outgoing and incoming; inventory control—the planning for and control of the magnitude and costs of stocks, sometimes called stores, of incoming and outgoing goods; order processing—the activities involved in receiving an order from a customer and servicing it; disposal—the disposal of excess and surplus goods through destruction, salvage, redistribution, or sale to other government agencies or private concerns; services—the administration of housing, messing, clothing, and equipping of personnel.

**Transportation.** Management of the transportation of incoming and outgoing goods including the movement of goods on both organizationally owned and purchased (carrier) equipment. It includes the planning for and control of movement and service; cost; schedule; records; and price.

**Maintenance.** The servicing, repairing, modifying, or altering of goods. It includes preventive maintenance actions and inspections. Maintenance also involves the rehabilitating aspects of salvage or reclamation of goods.

Logistics system planning decisions rightfully must consider these sub-processes and assure adequate information and manpower resources to achieve their purpose. Distribution tasks also well demonstrated the mixed and dependent interface

---

between the logistics functions and their sub-processes and tasks. All system alternatives were seen as a mix of these very varied characteristics and the decision criteria an expression that purposeful study of the underlying elements was essential.

Military Logistics Contribution

Management concepts, military science, and logistics today are interrelated. The managing environment of military logistics demands the fullest understanding and utilization of management literature. It is here where management and organizational thought are applied to guide logistics systems planning.

Henry E. Eccles described the linkage between management literature and logistics from the perspective of military command some years ago as:

Logistics can well be called military economics, and yet logistics and economics are not synonymous. Logistics uses many of the principles of management and yet management and logistics are not synonymous. The relation between logistics, management, and command can be expressed in a single sentence: Logistics is a function of command, whereas management is one of the tools used by command to perform its logistics function. Thus, logistics is not wholly economics, nor is it wholly management as these subjects are understood in the academic and business worlds. Instead, logistics blends both of these subjects with special elements of military command, military decision, military criteria, and military value. In this blend very special problems arise from political factors, from the need for an authoritarian approach, and from sheer size.\(^55\)

As suggested by Eccles' observation, the managerial decision criteria developed in this study was seen as the product of

management authorities over the years and the lessons learned in military logistics. Sound military logistics has become increasingly dependent on management concepts due to its size and complexity. Military logistics has become a specialized kind of business administration. The customary practices of the past have emerged into "systemized," "standardized," and "integrated" logistics organization fully linked to and dependent upon the technology and modern systems management theories of today.

These views shaped the managerial decision criteria model constructed in this study. Defense management and its concepts of effectiveness and efficiency have been the primary military logistics impact on the application model used in Chapter IV. Both concepts have been used to guide the application of the "Resource Limitation" principle in the study. Their use was assumed essential for the managerial decision criteria to be applied in the decision process. Efficiency and effectiveness concepts provided the basis for judging (both quantitative and qualitative) logistics systems matters.

Two principles of logistics proposed by James A. Huston serve to demonstrate the pragmatic purposes that underlie the concepts of effectiveness and efficiency in logistics management. These were: (1) "the first with the most," and (2) "economy." 56

The former principle suggested an effectiveness meaning--"to deliver adequate potential or actual fire power or

shock to the critical places at the critical times for achievement of tactical and strategic objectives."  

Economy was used to indicate cost centered judgements about logistics means. Huston illustrated the economy principle by relating "primary requirements (those needed for direct support of tactical units) and secondary requirements (those necessary for support of the means used to meet the primary requirement) on a partial basis." The most efficient logistics decision was, other things being equal, the one in which the ratio of secondary to primary requirements was the lowest. This approach clearly related input to output on a cost or logistics consumption basis to fire power sustained.

Effectiveness and efficiency have served as the decision junctures—being two separate but related components of a military logistics judgement. Additionally, these judgements were usually made about common logistics variables like (1) men, (2) material, (3) money, and (4) time. Logistics system planning was believed facilitated by building managerial decision criteria which could be applied through effectiveness and efficiency concepts and common logistics variables. In Chapter IV this framework will be fully demonstrated.

Robert N. Anthony's definitions have been selected to serve as the effectiveness and efficiency concepts employed

57 Ibid.
58 Ibid., p. 658.
in the study. These are:

Effectiveness—"How well the manager does his job, the extent to which he produces the intended or expected result."

Efficiency—the amount of output per unit of input. (Costs adopted as the unit in this study.)

Clearly, these definitions stressed inputs and outputs, facilitated use of costs as an efficiency measure and allowed some contribution to some organizational goal to be considered effectiveness. The managerial decision model constructed included these concepts as measurements of the more conventional logistics systems variables (men, material, money, and time). The criteria provided the framework for decision-making. Together these fundamental elements formed a basis for a managerial decision matrix as shown in Figure 4.

---

### MANAGERIAL DECISION CRITERIA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Efficiency of Resource Use</th>
<th>Effectiveness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Men</td>
<td>Money</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STRUCTURAL GROUP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Maintains only essential organizational differentiation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Achieves adequate organizational integration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Clear authority, responsibility, and accountability results</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Facilitates special management</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BEHAVIORAL GROUP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Applicable management style adopted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Formal and informal organization considerations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Achieves sound labor relation practices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Maintains compatibility in cultural environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Incorporates the applicable and feasible organizational behavior model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Achieves means of motivation and of satisfaction</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PROCESS GROUP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Administrative Subgroup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Achieves the necessary communicating activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Assures adequate controlling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Allows multiple decision-making points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functional Subgroup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Maintains viable requirements entry points into the system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Allows for sound procurement practices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Supports desired distribution process</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4.--Managerial Decision Matrix
CHAPTER IV
APPLICATION AND ANALYSIS

Introduction

In this chapter the managerial decision criteria have been applied, analyzed, and appraised as to their suitability. The chapter includes: (1) a discussion of application techniques adopted, (2) demonstration of the managerial decision criteria applied to selected task group studies, and (3) related analysis. Here the criteria were validated in the context of the LOGPLAN process.

The Application Approach

A shortcoming of the LOGPLAN was the lack of managerial decision criteria which task groups, service components, and the LSFC could apply to facilitate the recommendation of, or selection of, an alternative. The criteria against which such alternatives would be measured must be broad based and apply to current and projected LOGPLAN changes or studies. A rigorous appraisal of the criteria developed in Chapter III was needed to determine if they could meet this need.
The approach adopted was to compare alternative courses of action against the managerial decision criteria for purposes of selecting a recommended action—making a decision! Generally apparent from the task group reports was the underlying principle that the acid test of any alternative's value rested on whether or not it fulfilled the task group's charter. The managerial decision criteria was believed to help select the alternatives to meet this test, but there was envisioned cases where the task group charter (goals) may not be substantiated by the managerial decision criteria. The criteria in these cases might demonstrate that the LSPC's objectives, goals, and task group charters warrant change. This issue was beyond the scope of the thesis, but is a basic and important issue in DOD logistics systems management. The application technique used was a matrix-profile, constructed to analyze the application of the managerial decision criteria to the selected task group reports.

The criteria were listed in a tabular form, and a symbol indicating the thesis team's evaluation of how the criteria were considered for efficient use of the critical resources of men, money, materiel, and time was made. If the task group survey indicated that the particular managerial decision criterion was considered in the formulation of recommended alternatives, a plus sign (+) was placed at the intersection of the criterion and the resource. If it could not be determined whether the applicable criterion was considered, a zero (0) was placed in the intersection. In cases where the task group discussion indicated an inconsistency or
violation of the criterion, a minus sign (-) was placed in the appropriate square of the matrix. If the criterion was not discussed, and was clearly not applicable in the task group study being surveyed, an asterisk (*) was the symbol awarded. This process was repeated for all combinations of task group reports and managerial decision criteria. From the resulting matrix it was possible to determine if the task groups were considering those criteria which have been determined to be of paramount importance by management authorities in their literature.

The management decision criteria was developed to address both effectiveness and efficiency. Effectiveness has previously been defined as "How well the manager does his job—the extent to which he produces the expected or intended result."¹ For effectiveness to be measured accurately, however, one must first have an accurate measure of the output of a system. The outputs of the services and components within DOD do not generally lend themselves to accurate measurement. There have been several studies made in an effort to develop definitive output measures applicable to the DOD environment.* Even those factors of output familiar to most DOD managers, such as NORS (Not Operationally Ready-Supply), NORM (Not Operationally Ready-Maintenance), MMH/FH (Maintenance Manhours/Flying Hours), Fill Rate, etc., can be


computed in several different ways. There is not yet a standard and accepted method for these common measures DOD-wide, and commonality in this area may well be worth some intensified study. It was not the team's intention to explore this area—pressing as it may be—but it was mentioned to illustrate the difficulty in adequately addressing the subject of effectiveness by a task group.

Since it is so difficult to measure the impact of proposed LOGPLAN changes for effectiveness, the proposals can only be evaluated qualitatively—the measure being whether or not the proposal under consideration will accomplish the desired result. There is an implied reference to effectiveness by the task groups, but rarely are there explicit references to the system changes' effectiveness. One must question an assumption whether alternatives under serious consideration by a task group would have already been screened for effectiveness. Hopefully, those proposals which did not meet the test of effectiveness would have been discarded before reaching the stage of serious consideration. This reasoning is supported by an excerpt from a discussion of alternatives by Task Group 2-71, where they state:

In order to explore the organization . . . which will function most effectively, several organizational alternatives have been developed. Although many alternatives were considered by the Task Group during preliminary analysis, only those alternatives considered viable are discussed in the following paragraphs.2

---

Therefore, unless specified otherwise, proposed alternatives generally are being evaluated by a task group primarily on their merits of efficiency. For this reason, the symbols used to validate whether the task groups discussed effectiveness as a factor in selection of a recommended alternative has been simplified in format. A plus (+) is awarded if effectiveness is discussed by the task group, and a zero (0) if effectiveness is not discussed—but the alternative is considered on its merits as a viable alternative.

**Application Results**

There have been sixteen task groups chartered by the LSPC to investigate, evaluate, and make recommendations on proposed changes to and within the DOD LOGPLAN environment (see Appendix B). Of the six completed task group studies, two were selected for purposes of evaluating the managerial decision criteria developed by the authors.* These selected task group reports were evaluated to determine if the basic management characteristics used to develop the criteria had been considered during the decision-making phase of task group activity.

Figures 5 and 6 provide the matrix displays of the authors' judgment on how the managerial decision criteria and the two task group reports are aligned. This application of the criteria was difficult, but supported the view that

*Time constraints limited the number of reports which could be analyzed. Since the two reports selected represent opposite ends of the logistic spectrum (acquisition and property disposal), it was felt that the range of the selected reports would provide a valid test of the criteria.
### MANAGERIAL DECISION CRITERIA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STRUCTURAL GROUP</th>
<th>Efficiency of Resources</th>
<th>Effectiveness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Men</td>
<td>Money</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Maintains only essential organizational differentiation</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Achieves adequate organizational integration</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Clear authority, responsibility and accountability results</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Facilitates special management</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BEHAVIORAL GROUP</th>
<th>Efficiency of Resources</th>
<th>Effectiveness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Men</td>
<td>Money</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Applicable management style adopted</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Formal and informal organization considerations</td>
<td>+/0+/0+/0+/0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Achieve sound labor relation practices</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Maintains compatibility in cultural environment</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Incorporates the applicable and feasible organizational behavior model</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Achieves means of motivation and of satisfaction</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PROCESS GROUP</th>
<th>Efficiency of Resources</th>
<th>Effectiveness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Administrative Subgroup</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Achieves necessary communicating requirements</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Assures adequate controlling</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Allows multiple decision-making points</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functional Subgroup</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Maintains viable requirements entry points into the system</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Allows for sound procurement practices</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Supports desired distribution process</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5—Matrix of Task Group 6-70 (Communications Material Study Group: A Plan for Integrated Management of FSG 58) and Managerial Decision Criteria
### MANAGERIAL DECISION CRITERIA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STRUCTURAL GROUP</th>
<th>EFFICIENT USE OF RESOURCES</th>
<th>EFFECTIVENESS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Maintains only essential organizational differentiation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Achieves adequate organizational integration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Clear authority, responsibility and accountability results</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Facilitates special management</td>
<td>0 0 0 0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BEHAVIORAL GROUP</th>
<th>EFFICIENT USE OF RESOURCES</th>
<th>EFFECTIVENESS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Applicable management style adopted</td>
<td>0 0 0 *</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Formal and informal organization considerations</td>
<td>+/0+/0 * *</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Achieve sound labor relation practices</td>
<td>+ + * *</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Maintains compatibility in cultural environment</td>
<td>+ + 0 * 0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Incorporates the applicable and feasible organizational behavior model</td>
<td>0 0 0 *</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Achieves means of motivation and of satisfaction</td>
<td>+ + 0 *</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PROCESS GROUP</th>
<th>EFFICIENT USE OF RESOURCES</th>
<th>EFFECTIVENESS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Administrative Subgroup</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Achieves necessary communicating requirements</td>
<td>+ + + +</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Assures adequate controlling</td>
<td>+ + + +</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Allows multiple decision-making points</td>
<td>- - - -</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Functional Subgroup</th>
<th>EFFICIENT USE OF RESOURCES</th>
<th>EFFECTIVENESS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4. Maintains viable requirements entry points into the system</td>
<td>+ + + 0 +</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Allows for sound procurement practices</td>
<td>* * * *</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Supports desired distribution process</td>
<td>+ + + +</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

*Fig. 6.* — Matrix of Task Group 2-71 (DOD Personal Property Disposal Organization) and Managerial Decision Criteria
the task group's consideration of alternatives would be strengthened if a set of criteria would be explicitly established prior to a selection or decision phase. The detailed analysis that follows provides the limitations to the criteria as well as that found in the task groups' recommended changes to logistics systems.

Analysis

Discussion and justification of the symbol awarded in each and every intersection in the matrices of managerial decision criteria and task group (TG) reports would be tedious, repetitious, and unnecessary. A general discussion of the managerial decision criteria groups and task reports was deemed sufficient to display the reasoning and thought processes used to derive the symbols. However, so that the reader is not forced to accept the matrix construction on the sole basis of faith, Appendix B was developed to designate the source pages of the task group report used to justify the team's judgment as to the appropriate symbol to be awarded within the matrix. The task group reports generally were several hundred pages in length. Rather than attempt to identify every textual reference that might have applicability to the managerial decision criteria, the most germane ones were selected for inclusion in the appendix. This procedure is justified in that the important fact is that the task group used a criterion in its decision making process— not necessarily how the criterion was used or how often it was used.
Structural Group

The structural group of managerial decision criteria was discussed at length by TG 6-70 (Communications Materiel Study) and TG 2-71 (DOD Personal Property Disposal Organization). TG 6-70 was unique in its approach and attitude with respect to the pros and cons of the study subject, in that they professed a "devil's advocate" approach of "show me" in their efforts to obtain the most reliable assessment possible.¹

A thorough discussion of the impact of structural aspects should be expected, since reorganization of portions of the DOD logistics environment was the basic reason for the formation of the task groups. As an example, the report submitted by TG 6-70 contained an entire chapter devoted to a discussion and analysis of the aspects of Integrated Materiel Management. In it, questions were asked such as: (1) What is integrated materiel management? (2) What are the results of integrated materiel management? and (3) What are the benefits/disadvantages of integrated materiel management? Discussion of benefits covered aspects such as utilization of assets, procurement, storage and transportation, and effects on management resources utilization. The discussion of disadvantages presented aspects of command control and accountability, weapon system vs. commodity management, technical

data and engineering design control interfaces, delays in supply support for new items, and the military service organizational adjustments associated with integrated management.

TG 6-70 recognized that

The disadvantages associated with integrated materiel management are more difficult to quantify because they primarily exist in the areas of coordination and communication responsibility and authority. . . the critical factor related to the feasibility and desirability of integrating any logistics process is the degree of control which the military commander considers that he must exercise over the execution of that process. 4

This was coupled with the observation that an integrated manager is not under the command and control of the military service or other operational commander and "... there is sometimes a tendency for integrated managers to be less responsive to requests for exception procedures, extra attention to special projects or unusual situations. . . ." 5

These structural deficiencies were determined to be outweighed, however, by benefits derived through increased utilization of materiel assets brought about by existence of a broader demand base for projecting requirements, the pooling of assets for lower inventory investment, and higher materiel availability. Other benefits forwarded for integrated management were: (1) the single face to industry, (2) consolidation of management effort, and (3) the need for few procurement actions which would allow larger procurement quantities. 6

The benefits resulting from integrated management

4 Ibid., p. 29.
5 Ibid., p. 30.
6 Ibid., pp. 22-23.
were deemed to be quantifiable and annual savings of from $6.7 million to $11.1 million were estimated to accrue if integrated management of Communication's Equipment (FSG 58) and Electrical/Electronic Test Instruments (FSC 6625) would be instituted.\(^7\)

Organizational structure was also one of the primary concerns of Task Group 2-71. There were detailed discussions of the background and development of Personal Property Disposal Organizations (PDOs) in the continental United States (CONUS) and of the Atlantic and Pacific overseas operations. TG 2-71, however, did not address the subject of possible advantages of decentralized operations, and instead concentrated the main thrust of its emphasis in the area of expected benefits to be derived through integrated management of Property Disposal (PD) activities.

TG 2-71 voiced its concern over authority and responsibility relationships quite frequently. One of their conclusions concerning overseas operations was that

> There is duplication of the headquarters structures for exercising staff supervision over disposal activities within both EUCOM and PACOM; further, there is a duplication in the manpower allocated to staff supervision over these activities in EUCOM. Only establishment of a single manager for disposal within a theater could effectively eliminate these conditions.\(^8\)

Again, the benefits of integrated management were deemed to be quantifiable, and it was estimated that a proposal to integrate the CONUS PD program would result in

\(^7\)Ibid., p. 330.

\(^8\)Report on DOD Personal Property Disposal, p. 35.
savings of 509 personnel positions, representing $3.67 million annually. A similar overseas program estimate of savings was 190 personnel for $500,000 per year.9

Neither of the task groups addressed the subject of facilitating special management as it was defined in the development of managerial decision criteria. TG 2-71 devoted a chapter to Special Management Areas—such as (1) the use of bidders lists throughout the DOD in disposing of surplus material, (2) the excess utilization program, and the proposal that responsibility for the effort be transferred from the PD office, and (3) funding and fiscal controls applicable to the DOD disposal program.10 However, these special management areas are not synonymous with special management areas as defined in Chapter III.

Behavioral Group

The behavioral group of managerial decision criteria received very little attention from the task groups except for discussion of the impact of proposed formal organizational changes upon command, control, and authority relationships.

TG 2-71 did make some observations about the utilization of local nationals in the overseas property disposal activities. It was noted that although the majority of civilian personnel employed in the PDO operations were local nationals, that it was unusual for them to occupy key positions. The result was "... there was a fairly standard

9Ibid., p. 196.
10Ibid., p. 157.
manning pattern which decreed that key/supervisory positions had to be held by American personnel--generally, although not always, departmental civilians--with little or no effort to upgrade local nationals to perform these duties. This criticism of present practices by the task group can be construed as an implied effort to achieve a means of motivation and job satisfaction for the indigenous workers. More harmonious labor relations and compatibility in the cultural environment could be expected through providing advancement channels for the local nationals. However, it must be admitted that the references to increased use of local nationals was couched in terms of economic benefits:

... the Task Group felt that use of departmental civilians should be minimized in favor of local nationals where possible. This becomes particularly significant when problems of gold flow and the unfavorable balance of payments are also present.12

Our survey uncovered little evidence that the behavioral aspects pertaining to proposed changes were considered. In defense of the task group's seeming lack of discussion in this area, it is recognized that these are extremely difficult to measure or to even identify. A quantitative evaluation of the economic impact of dysfunctional behavioral influences is a near impossibility, and justifying a decision based on behavioral considerations to a hard-nosed DOD manager is more difficult still. It is our contention, however, that optimum effectiveness or efficiency cannot be achieved

11 Ibid., p. 109.
12 Ibid., p. 109.
unless behavioral aspects are given their proper consideration. Kast and Rosenzweig had the following comments on motivation and productivity:

Managers are interested in efficient utilization of resources in achieving objectives. Human capability is a critical resource, one which is extremely variable. In fact, latent human capability may very well be the greatest untapped resource. If so, we need to understand the individual behavior as it relates to the work situation.\(^\text{13}\)

**Process Group**

It was apparent that the task groups gave considerable thought to the factors included in the process group category. Once again, this may be attributed to the directions given in the task group charters, which emphasized investigation into the feasibility of reorganization/realignment of tasks within the DOD logistics environment.

**Administrative Subgroup**

Both task groups addressed in detail the considerations included in the administrative subgroup. Again, the studies tended to emphasize the benefits expected to accrue from the economies of scale resulting from integrated management. However, TG 6-70, with their avowed "devil's advocate" approach, did present and consider benefits of decentralized management practices. One such area was in the communicating requirements where it was noted that,

The shorter and less formal lines of communications that prevail in the military ICP environment permit more

responsive reaction to program changes in terms of modifying or depressing replenishment requirements projections. The availability of this data places the military service ICP at an advantage over an integrated manager.\textsuperscript{14}

TG 6-70 addressed the area of controlling (as it applied to the relationship between an item manager for repair parts and the manager of a maintenance function which repairs the related item) thusly,

... as an ideal arrangement, the two should be as closely related as possible; i.e., reporting to the same manager. The qualification that "given a requirement to produce a result, the manager must retain either direct or indirect control over the tasks necessary to produce the result" necessitates that the result, i.e., the responsibility, of the manager be identified as a first order requirement.\textsuperscript{15}

TG 2-71 was also concerned with the communicating/controlling process of a proposed system change. A proposed addition of 185 field activities under the operational control of DSA was deemed to require an organizational change, "since 190 activities reporting to a single headquarters for operating guidance, personnel support, and field assistance seems to be excessive, there is a need for some intermediate level of management."\textsuperscript{16} Communication of policy is considered a necessary facet of the controlling process; therefore, adequate controlling requires effective communication processes. TG 2-71 expressed their views on this subject as,

The smaller the number of echelons through which policy must be communicated, the faster policy can be transmitted, the fewer the number of people who would get

\textsuperscript{14}A Plan for Integrated Management, p. 5.

\textsuperscript{15}Ibid., p. 256.

\textsuperscript{16}Report on DOD Personal Property Disposal, p. 36.
involved in interpretation and analysis, and the fewer the number of implementing directives would be published.\textsuperscript{17}

This concept, while considered efficient in transmission of policy, has the adverse effect of not allowing any discretionary latitude at the working levels, and prescribes the possibility of intermediate decision making points.

**Functional Subgroup**

The functional subgroup of the process group was thoroughly considered during the decision making processes of the task groups. The effects of the proposed restructuring with the attendant functional relationships changes on organizational effectiveness and efficiency were prime considerations during the evaluation of alternatives.

The authors determined that TG 2-71 was not involved in procurement practices, per se. Obtaining surplus properties was not construed to be a procurement function, since the task group itself stated that the disposal process was severable from other logistics functions and did not commence until accountability for property which was declared excess by competent authority was transferred to a Property Disposal Office.\textsuperscript{18} Concern over maintaining proper entry of materials into the system was displayed by their investigation into the procedures for reclamation of contractor excesses and civil works property.\textsuperscript{19} Of course, attaining an optimum

\textsuperscript{17}Ibid., p. 44.
\textsuperscript{18}Ibid., p. 52.
\textsuperscript{19}Ibid., pp. 190-197.
distribution (in this case it might more properly be labeled redistribution) was the intention of the group as expressed in the original charter.

The prime interest of TG 6-70 was at the opposite end of the logistics spectrum, in that their charter directed them to develop recommendations for the optimum management alignment of a procurement process for FSG 58 and FSC 6625. The managerial decision criteria contained in the functional subgrouping was a constant consideration throughout the study. One area of perceived inconsistency in their approach has already been noted and has applicability to the criterion of maintaining viable requirements entry points into the system. This area was in the use of program data information and the admitted fact that a decentralized management system would be more responsive to program changes than integrated management could be. The task group viewed the liability of integrated management in this area as an obstacle to be overcome through implementation of alternative procedures.

\[20\text{A Plan for Integrated Management, pp. 156-157.}\]
CHAPTER V
FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Overview

This chapter enumerates the findings, conclusions, and recommendations reached in the writing of this thesis. Concluding thoughts center around the answers established to the research questions and the recommendations that could strengthen DOD logistics systems planning. The LOGPLAN's future was seen as a continuing challenge to logistics managers.

Before describing what were the results of the research effort, there are several conditions that need to be considered. First, management literature was found to be highly diffused— with many views, established principles, and accepted managerial characteristics which are widely used in practice. This study was not exhaustive, but more an intro- ductive approach to using management literature as a data source in a research environment. Secondly, although a continuous and conscientious attempt to remain purely objective, some assumptions and judgments probably occurred which have reflected the authors' bias. To the authors these assumptions seemed valid and the judgments were believed reasonable.
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Finally, it is concluded that a managerial decision framework can be developed, tested, and adopted to strengthen the LOGPLAN—particularly its decision-making mechanisms and groups (i.e., LSPC, task groups, and services). The model, hopefully, can serve to be suggestive of a sound approach. Judgement will always remain the final behavioral characteristic in any enterprise like the LOGPLAN.

Findings

Research Question One:

Determine the applicable management characteristics that can provide a basis for development of managerial decision criteria which can be applied in logistics systems management.

Consistently identifiable management characteristics were found in the management literature reviewed that could be used to form managerial decision criteria. There was a general consensus amongst the authorities in the management discipline that these characteristics were classifiable into, but not limited to, structural, behavioral, and process groups or views. Both the schools of management thought and Learned and Sproat's categorization of management characteristics provided an acceptable framework to build managerial decision criteria for the LOGPLAN. Managers have long been dependent upon this triad of management characteristics. Structural, behavioral, and process sides of the management triad were observed as presenting complementary, conflicting, and opposing issues to a manager. LOGPLAN decision-makers surely will face these issues when weighing alternative courses of action.
Research Question Two:

Formulate a set of managerial decision criteria for the first LOGPLAN principle (Resource Limitations) based on Management literature.

Managerial decision criteria for the first LOGPLAN principle (Resource Limitations) were developed from a broad based approach. The criteria were shaped to serve as benchmark issues that logistics managers at least needed to address in any decision process. Management literature substantiated this approach.

Figure 4 provided a summary of the criteria statements formulated and based in this study. The formulation effort included a framework to exercise judgment on the pervasive concerns of managers—effectiveness and efficiency. Logistics management seems to be adaptable to an input and output concept as a measurement (judgment points) approach to determine the value or adequacy of a LOGPLAN change. Input measurements could be described as efficiency, inefficiency, or at some point between the worst and best inputs. Logistics system outputs remain the central and ultimate interests of military logistics operations. The managerial decision criteria developed and their framework served best to focus an issue, and even though its resolution remains problematic, at least it is clarified. No explicit output measurements (effectiveness) were demonstrated in the two task group reports analyzed. Effectiveness measures remain to be better developed and understood.
Research Question Three:

Determine the adequacy of the managerial decision criteria as an aid to policy application in the logistics systems planning environment of the Department of Defense.

The adequacy of the managerial decision criteria developed in this thesis was only partially satisfied. Only past LOGPLAN task group reports were used and available within the time parameter for this project. The criteria statements and their framework warrant use during an actual task group study phase and the LSPC decision-making situation. Hopefully, the application of LOGPLAN's principles could be strengthened and more explicitly analyzed by adoption of the criteria.

The authors strongly believe the approach taken in the study can be the basis for building managerial application rules (as R. C. Davis would see them) to guide participants at all levels in the LOGPLAN process. The structural, behavioral, and process needs of sound logistics management would be indeed facilitated. Present lack of managerial decision criteria in the LOGPLAN leads the authors to believe the criteria developed could contribute to improve logistics systems management within the Department of Defense.

Conclusions

Analysis of the matrices of managerial decision criteria and task group studies revealed fairly consistent patterns of emphasis during the task group's decision-making phases. This may be partially attributed to the task group charters, which direct investigation into the feasibility of
increased integrated management efforts in the areas specified by the charters. Throughout the task group reports, the emphasis was on the benefits expected to accrue from increased use of integrated management techniques. Primary justification for recommendations toward integrated management rested upon the results of quantitative studies in which manpower savings were realized through contraction of "overhead" being used in the present systems. Thus, LSPC decisions seem strongly oriented toward, in fact emphasize, efficiency in logistics systems management while assuming either no change or some unmeasured improvement in effectiveness.

Structural Considerations

The structural group of managerial decision criteria received adequate attention from the task groups surveyed. Primary emphasis was in the area of functional and structural relationships affected by the proposed LOGPLAN changes under consideration. Expected benefits from integrated management were thoroughly considered and usually supported by quantitative studies. It is natural to expect that the structural aspects of proposed LOGPLAN changes would receive the most attention from a task group, as these aspects are the more traditional considerations and the ones that managers are more familiar with. Structural considerations are also the ones most amenable to quantitative interpretation, since it is possible to place a cost figure on the numbers of personnel affected by a proposed reorganization. Thus, the efficiency of a proposed system may possibly be measured.
likely to be addressed, though, is the effectiveness of the resulting organization, since effectiveness is less susceptible to measurement. A restructuring of the decision process in this area might be called for. An appropriate procedure might be to look at an alternative from an effective-cost viewpoint rather than one which is cost-effective. In other words--it is necessary to first define the level of effectiveness required, then seek the least costly way of achieving the desired level of effectiveness.

**Behavioral Considerations**

The behavioral group of managerial decision criteria received scant attention from the task groups except in the area of formal organization considerations. It is generally recognized in management literature that the effects of behavioral considerations upon the efficiency and effectiveness of an organization are difficult to measure. It is also generally acknowledged that an appropriate style of management for one organization may be completely inappropriate for another organization possessing different goals. Emerging schools of thought in behavioral studies emphasize the thought that differing styles of management and leadership may be appropriate within different organizational contexts. As such, if effectiveness and/or efficiency are to be maintained within the DOD LOGPLAN environment, it is imperative that attempts be made to evaluate the ramifications of proposed LOGPLAN changes within the purview of the behavioral aspects of the organizations involved.
Process Considerations

The process group was generally well considered during the decision-making phase of task group activities. One area not well addressed by either task group, however, was that of allowing multiple decision-making points within the proposed change. The one report that did discuss this aspect of administrative process addressed it from the viewpoint that a strong central organization would discourage interpretation of directives by middle managers. It is difficult to visualize how removal of the prerogatives available to middle management to structure an organization to fit specific needs can be regarded as an advantage of a proposed system. An organization may be adequately controlled without unduly restricting the decision parameters available to lower level managers.

Recommendations

The recommendations presented fall into two categories. The first of these are general in nature and were drawn directly from the thesis conclusions. The second category consists of recommendations which call for future study in related areas.

General

1. It is recommended that a set of managerial decision criteria be included as part of the LOGPLAN process to insure a more systematic analysis is conducted of proposed LOGPLAN changes.
2. It is further recommended that the managerial decision criteria developed by this thesis effort in support of the principle of resource limitation be adopted as part of the LOGPLAN process.

**Future Study**

Recommendations in this area include:

1. Additional study is required to better define effectiveness for purposes of the LOGPLAN process and to develop a systematic approach in determining the effectiveness of proposed LOGPLAN changes.

2. The managerial decision criteria drawn from the behavioral group characteristics requires further study to expand the use of criteria drawn from this relatively new approach to management.

3. Further study is also needed to investigate the full impact of the process group and the characteristics and criteria drawn from this group.

4. Since this study addressed only the principle of resource limitation, further study is necessary to determine if these criteria fit the needs of all the principles or if the criteria need be expanded or tailored to specific principles.
APPENDIX A

LOGISTICS PRINCIPLES
PRINCIPLES

A list of logistics Principles is included in the LOGPLAN to serve as a foundation for proposed improvements. The logistics Principles represent fundamental logistics truths and deal with such matters as organizational relationships, roles and missions, and accepted management practices.

P-1 THE PRINCIPLE OF LOGISTICS RESOURCE LIMITATIONS

TOTAL DEFENSE LOGISTICS RESOURCES ARE LIMITED IN RELATION TO THE TOTAL DEFENSE DEMAND. THIS RESULTS IN COMPETITION BETWEEN AND WITHIN PROGRAM ELEMENTS AND BETWEEN THEIR REQUIRING ACTIVITIES FOR AVAILABLE RESOURCES.

P-2 THE PRINCIPLE OF VARIABLE LOGISTICS SUPPORT

THE VARIABLE MISSION IMPORTANCE AND URGENCY OF NEED OF SUPPORTED FORCES, TOGETHER WITH ECONOMIC AND OTHER CONSTRAINTS, DICTATES A DOD LOGISTICS SYSTEMS CAPABILITY FOR VARYING THE QUALITY AND QUANTITY OF LOGISTICS SUPPORT.

P-3 THE PRINCIPLE OF TACTICAL RELATIONSHIP

WHEN A TACTICAL MILITARY CAPABILITY IS SIGNIFICANTLY RELATED TO A LOGISTICS SYSTEMS ELEMENT OR FUNCTION, THEN TACTICAL DECISIONS WILL DICTATE LOGISTICS DECISIONS; AND, LOGISTICS DECISIONS WILL DICTATE TACTICAL DECISIONS.

P-4 THE PRINCIPLE OF TECHNICAL INTEGRITY

THE MILITARY DEPARTMENTS OR OTHER DOD COMPONENTS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE CREATION AND MAINTENANCE OF A MILITARY CAPABILITY MUST RETAIN THE AUTHORITY TO DETERMINE THE TECHNICAL ELEMENT OF THAT CAPABILITY.

P-5 THE PRINCIPLE OF LOGISTICS SYSTEMS DESIGN

LOGISTICS SYSTEMS MUST BE DESIGNED TO MAKE MAXIMUM USE OF AVAILABLE DEFENSE RESOURCES, AND TO APPLY THE TECHNIQUES OF STANDARDIZATION, UNIFORMITY, OR INTEGRATION WHEN SUCH APPLICATION IS COST EFFECTIVE AND WILL NOT DEGRADE MISSION CAPABILITY.
APPENDIX B

JUSTIFICATION MATRICES FOR TASK GROUPS
### MANAGERIAL DECISION CRITERIA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Effcient Use of Resources</th>
<th>Men</th>
<th>Money</th>
<th>Materiel</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Effectiveness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>MANAGERIAL DECISION CRITERIA</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STRUCTURAL GROUP</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Maintains only essential organizational differentiation</td>
<td>pp. 29-32, Integrated Materiel Management</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>N/D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Achieves adequate organizational integration</td>
<td>pp. 21-29, Integrated Materiel Management</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>N/D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Clear authority, responsibility and accountability results</td>
<td>pp. 29-32, Integrated Materiel Management</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>N/D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Facilitates special management</td>
<td>N/C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BEHAVIORAL GROUP</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Applicable management style adopted</td>
<td>N/C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Formal and informal organization considerations</td>
<td>Informal N/C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>N/D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Achieves sound labor relation practices</td>
<td>N/C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>N/D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Maintains compatibility in cultural environment</td>
<td>N/C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>N/D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Incorporates the applicable and feasible organizational behavior model</td>
<td>N/C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>N/D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Achieves means of motivation and of satisfaction</td>
<td>N/C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>N/D</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Key:**
- **N/C** = Not Considered
- **N/D** = Not Discussed

(Continued)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MANAGERIAL DECISION CRITERIA</th>
<th>Efficient Use of Resources</th>
<th>RELATIVITY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Man</td>
<td>Money</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROCESSES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administrative Subgroup</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Achieves necessary communication targets</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Assures adequate controlling</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Allows multiple decision-making points</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functional Subgroup</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Maintains viable requirements entry points into the system</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Allows for sound procurement practices</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Supports desired distribution process</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Key: N/C = Not Considered  
N/D = Not Discussed

JUSTIFICATION MATRIX FOR TASK GROUP 6-70

Report on Communications Material Study Group: A Plan for Integrated Management of FSG 63 (Communications Equipment) and FSC 6625 (Electrical/Electronic Test Instruments)
### MANAGERIAL DECISION CRITERIA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Efficient Use of Resources</th>
<th>Not</th>
<th>Money</th>
<th>Materials</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>STRUCTURAL GROUP</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Maintains only essential organizational differentiation</td>
<td>N/C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Clear authority, responsibility and accountability results</td>
<td>p. 36, p. 39, Analysis, Sec C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Facilitates special management</td>
<td>Chapter VI-Special Management Areas</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BEHAVIORAL GROUP</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Applicable management style adopted</td>
<td>N/C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Formal and informal organization considerations</td>
<td>pp. 105-110, Staffing</td>
<td></td>
<td>Informal N/C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Achieves sound labor relation practices</td>
<td>pp. 105-110, Staffing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Maintains compatibility in cultural environment</td>
<td>pp. 105-110, Staffing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Incorporates the applicable and feasible organizational behavior model</td>
<td>N/C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Key:**
- N/C = Not Considered
- N/D = Not Discussed

(Continued)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MANAGERIAL DECISION CRITERIA</th>
<th>Efficient Use of Resources</th>
<th>Effectiveness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>PROCESS GROUP</strong></td>
<td>Men</td>
<td>Money</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Administrative Subgroup</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Achieves necessary communicating requirements</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Assures adequate controlling</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Allows multiple decision-making points</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Functional Subgroup</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Maintains viable requirements entry points into the system</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Allows for sound procurement practices</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Supports desired distribution process</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Key: N/C = Not Considered  
N/D = Not Discussed

JUSTIFICATION MATRIX FOR TASK GROUP 2-71  
Report on DOD Personal Property Disposal Organization
APPENDIX C

SUMMARIZATIONS OF TASK GROUP REPORTS
The following compendium of reports was used to evaluate the management decision criteria developed for use to apply to the principle of resource limitation. The reports are summarizations of those submitted to the LSPC by the designated Task Groups. There have been six completed task group studies submitted for LSPC consideration. They are: (1) Task Group 1-70, which formed the framework for LOGPLAN, with Col. Orville L. Smiley, USAF, as chairman of the group; (2) Task Group 2-70, headed by Col. James E. McDowell, USA, reported on Subsistence within DOD; (3) Task Group 3-70, co-chaired by Mr. Edward Cresswell and Captain A. R. Edsall, SC, USN, reported on Development of a Department of Defense Standard Method for Identifying and Describing Automated Data Systems; (4) Task Group 4-70, headed by Col. H. F. X. Hession, USAF, Air Force Data Systems Design Center, reported on Telecommunication Support within DOD; (5) Task Group 6-70, with L. K. Moseman II as chairman, conducted a DOD Communication Materiel Study Group; (6) Task Group 2-71, with Col. D. L. Sallee, USA, as Chairman, reported on DOD Personal Property Disposal Organization. All of the reports were evaluated for applicability to the goals of the thesis study. Although
all of the reports contained relevant material, the reports of Task Groups 6-70 and 2-71 were selected as representative and sufficient against which to test the management decision criteria. For the purposes of brevity, the reports have been greatly condensed, but the salient processes, considerations and recommendations of each task group have been maintained. For those who desire more extensive information on the task group reports, it is recommended that they contact LSPC Secretariat, Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense (I&L).

TASK GROUP 6-70

REPORT OF THE COMMUNICATIONS MATERIEL STUDY GROUP

Purpose

Task Group 6-70 was formed to

... develop recommendations for the optimum management alignment and Inventory Control Point (ICP) for Federal Supply Group (FSG) 53 (Communications, Detection and Coherent Radiation Equipment) and Federal Supply Class (FSC) 6625 (Electrical and Electronic Properties Measuring and Testing Instruments).

Specifically, the group was to determine and document present methods and systems that the Services/Agencies were using to manage these commodities; collect and analyze appropriate item management statistics, resources, and costs; develop and evaluate alternatives for management of commodities; and to recommend and justify an optimum management realignment for the designated commodities. Guidelines presented to the group stated that anticipated cutbacks in Defense operations would affect wholesale supply management and

Consolidation of wholesale supply management through extension of integrated materiel management to an
additional commonly used commodity area may be the best method to realign commodity management and permit the closing of ICPs with substantial savings on overhead costs.

For convenience in referring to FSG (Communications Equipment) and to FSC 6625 (Electrical/Electronic test instruments) items, they were referred to throughout the study as Defense Communication Materiel Study (DCMS) items.

The task group submitted its final report to the LSPC in November of 1970.

**Procedure**

The first activities of the task group entailed preparation of data collection systems, a review of policies and procedures pertaining to the commodities, and briefings by the major DOD services/agencies that have Item Manager (IM) responsibilities for DCMS items. Twenty-five DOD activities are registered as having IM responsibility for the commodities. Field research was conducted at the eight largest activities, which accounted for 92.5% of all DCMS items managed. The eight major ICPs were requested to submit special statistical reports and to complete an extensive questionnaire. The group also identified several questions pertaining to integrated management and the nature of the DCMS items that they felt were pertinent to the study. Answers to questions such as: "What is integrated materiel management?", "What are the benefits... disadvantages of integrated materiel management?", "Is integrated management, as now practiced, an appropriate and suitable management concept for the communications materiel commodity?", "If integrated management is appropriate
for FSG/58/FSC 6625, to whom should integrated management be given?", were sought by the group. The conclusions drawn from this study provide highly insightful examples of the decision making process at DOD level.

Considerations

Task Group 6-70 considered many areas in their study of integrated materiel management of FSG 58/FSC 6625 items. First consideration was directed toward integrated management itself—what is it, what results have been obtained through integrated management of other DOD commodities, how are functions for integrated managers assigned, how are items susceptible for integrated management assigned, and what are the positions of military service headquarters regarding integrated management were all questions of investigation. The organizational framework for materiel management presently used by the Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps, and Defense Supply Agency was studied. A profile of materiel contained in the DCMS was compiled. This was a general description of items in FSG 58/FSC 6625 categories, with some limited comparisons, where applicable, to the Defense Electronics Supply Center managed FSG 59. Specialized characteristics, such as inventory management and procurement of DCMS consumable items, technical and engineering considerations, storage and distribution, effects on maintenance activities, and possible savings capable of realization in O & M and investment resources were thoroughly investigated.
Conclusions

The task group listed 30 conclusions reached as a result of their study. The selected conclusions presented here have particular relevance to a discussion on the principle of limited resources.

1. "Integrated Management involves the performance by a single agent of functional logistics processes which could otherwise be separately performed." The extent that specific logistics processes may be integrated is determined by mutually agreed on "principles" (i.e., the principles contained in the LOGPLAN). The range of items subject to integrated management is determined by item management coding.

2. "In general, each of the military services (with the possible exception of the Air Force) concurs in the establishment of an integrated materiel manager for FSG 58/FSC 6625 provided existing item management coding criteria are employed to identify the items to be placed under integrated management. Each service is emphatically opposed to full-fledged integrated materiel management for end items and reparables."

3. Integrated management has both advantages and disadvantages. "In general, the advantages outweigh the advantages not only for items used by more than one service, but also for items used by only one military service when the commodity has multiservice application."

4. "The military services endorse the existing DOD item management coding criteria and have no objection to integrated management for DCMS items which qualify under the
criteria."

5. "There is significant potential for increased utilization of DOD inventories through integration of wholesale materiel management."

6. "Integration of DCMS consumable items will not require establishment of new distribution systems or consumer requisitioning channels."

7. "Establishment of an integrated manager for DCMS items will produce net savings in the warehousing and storage function."

8. "Sizeable savings in O & M personnel resources at ICPs and storage activities will be realized by the establishment of an integrated manager for DCMS consumable items. Annual dollar savings are estimated at $6.7 million to $11.1 million, . . . ."

9. "Savings in inventory investment cannot be estimated with certainty, but indications are that there will be a modest long run inventory investment reduction."

10. "There will be one-time costs associated with the establishment of an integrated manager."

It can be seen from the above conclusions that the task group was vitally concerned with efficient use of men, money, and materiel. Time was not addressed as a resource issue; nor was effectiveness (output measurements) analyzed or evaluated.
TASK GROUP 2-71

REPORT ON DOD PERSONAL PROPERTY DISPOSAL ORGANIZATION

Purpose

The Analysis Staff of the Defense Supply Agency undertook the chairmanship of the joint service/DSA/GSA Task Group 2-71, formed to study the Department of Defense Personal Property Disposal Organization. The task order stipulated that the Study "... would be conducted to determine whether it is feasible and appropriate to centralize or consolidate the total utilization and disposal function within the Department of Defense." To complete this task, all organizational and functional responsibilities and policies of DOD Personal Property actions after transfer to a Property Disposal Office were investigated. The final report of the task group was submitted in October 1971.

Procedure

The first action of the task group was to obtain briefings of all elements of DOD engaged in disposal activities, i.e., each military service, the Defense Supply Agency (as DOD program administrator of property disposal activities), the Defense Contract Administration Service (as primary activity concerned with the disposition of excess contractor inventory), and the Office of the Chief of Engineers, Department of the Army, (disposal of personal property excess to the Civil Works program). Field research was then conducted at over 70 CONUS
and overseas DOD activities, covering the full spectrum of property disposal activities from the holding activities through headquarters organizations.

The task group

... concerned itself primarily with the organizational and working relationships among elements of the property disposal structure and the relationships between elements of that structure and organizations external to that structure.

The range of the disposal program considered for the study included: (1) The Basic Program—that portion of the effort located at DOD installations world-wide; (2) The Disposal Program for Excess Contractor Property—government owned property, still in the hands of the contractor, which is excess to the requirements of a contractor; and (3) The Disposal Program for Corps of Engineers, Civil Works Property.

Conclusions

The findings and conclusions of Task Group 2-71 were extensive and thorough. Their findings pertaining to some of the directed areas of study are as follows. The basic disposal program policy and procedures are common throughout DOD as a result of the guidance of the Defense Disposal Manual, DOD 4160.21-M. DSA has been assigned as the program administrator. The program is not integrated at the headquarters and intermediate staff level, with duplication of functions and responsibilities at these levels. The disposal program is severable (from other logistics functions) and integration is feasible. Integration under DSA Management and centralized accounting procedures for the disposal program would result
in annual savings of $3.67 million. The task group recommended that the total CONUS disposal program be reorganized under the integrated management of DSA.

Review and analysis of the overseas disposal program revealed that no one organization had been assigned command or staff responsibility for disposal in either theater. Unnecessary backhauling and cross-hauling of excess and surplus property was attributed to uncoordinated geographical support patterns. Integration of the overseas disposal program would have advantages of a more logical arrangement of property disposal activities, and centralized accounting with integrated management would result in annual savings of $5,000,000. The task group recommended integration of the overseas disposal program under DSA jurisdiction.

Task group findings in the areas of contractor excesses, civil works property, bidders lists, utilization screening and funding all indicated that tangible benefits could be accrued under integrated management. Recommendations were made to the appropriate authorities that action be instituted to direct the implementation of the task group recommendations.
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